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Introduction
NZ Stats are inviting views on what housing quality means in New Zealand. In its preamble to the current
consultation initiative, NZ Stats notes:
Housing quality is important for all New Zealanders. Everyone should have access to healthy,
safe, and secure housing and basic services. Poor housing quality has been linked with poor
physical and mental health.
Housing should also support cultural and spiritual needs, reduce the limitations of disabilities,
enable access to social support networks, and adapt to changing living needs.
Currently there is no single agreed definition of housing quality nationally or internationally. We
propose a definition of housing quality for use in New Zealand’s data system and seek feedback
so it can be refined and developed.
Our proposed definition includes a framework to help collate, describe, and define all the
different parts. The housing quality framework brings together and defines four interrelated
elements of housing quality:





housing habitability
housing functionality
environmental sustainability
social and cultural sustainability.

Background
NZPI is interested in planning processes that improve the quality of housing, and advocates for
evidence-based approaches in related decision-making. We find that the aphorism “if you can’t measure
it, you can’t manage it”, generally applies in thinking about the development and implementation of
housing policy. We support initiatives that can inform good housing policy through systematic collection
and production of useful, credible and independent data on detailed factors and aspects that can
individually indicate, and together measure the quality of housing.
We note here, for example, that in Australia where urban intensification has had a variety of effects on
housing quality – some positive, some negative – urban planning policy development is increasingly
based upon its ability to improve specific housing quality indicators. These indicators are increasingly
used as measures of housing quality.
Thus NZPI is interested in the development of a housing quality definition that is purposeful, that can
play a useful role in setting out indicators that can be used to measure the outcomes of the next
generation of urban planning policies in New Zealand. We are moving beyond a system of urban
planning which was based on the avoidance of environmental effects (leaving social and economic
outcomes to the market), to a system which is more focused on planning that is intended to deliver
improved social and economic outcomes.
We think it would be useful for Stats NZ to set out the purposes or practical applications of the housing
quality definition proposed.
International Practice
NZPI generally supports the proposed conceptual framework proposed, but considers that it is too
focussed on the physical characteristics of individual houses and does not give sufficient weight to the
house environment nor to the economics of the house (both capital and operating costs). NZPI notes the
wide-ranging nature of the international literature search undertaken in preparing the consultation
materials and the proposed framework. However NZPI is concerned that a focus on simply producing a
broadly worded definition will not produce the kind of purposeful and focussed housing quality
measure(s) that will be applicable in the development of housing planning policy, because it is not
specific enough.
While the jigsaw pieces habitability, functionality, environmental sustainability and social & cultural
sustainability might frame a good conceptual picture of housing quality, it is when the set of indicators
that combine to make each of these jigsaw pieces is identified and routinely measured that the picture
becomes sharp and useful.
This is illustrated in work done in Vietnam to measure the quality of social housing. This work focuses on
a number of indicators, which themselves are derived from subsets of measurable component factors:

The above table is copied from an academic paper (which provides an excellent summary of the
development of housing quality measurement systems across the world) examining housing indicators
in Vietnam1.
The literature generally indicates that different nation states are experiencing different housing
problems, which influence the focus of local research. For example the previously mentioned Vietnam
research focus is apartments and social housing. Similar work was conducted in the Baltic States2. Its
focus was different, reflecting the different policy drivers and political factors there, though it has a
similar focus on measurability:

Another piece of related research applies the experience of measuring housing outcomes in the UK in
order to recommend possible housing quality assessment measures in Canada3. This focuses on housing
insecurity. This was defined on the basis of housing that is in poor and unsafe conditions, overcrowded
or unaffordable. This approach is interesting because one of its purposes – indeed one of the purposes
for measuring housing quality in many countries – is to identify those urban areas which are in most
acute need of intervention, they are “in need”. This research paper notes that in Canada it has become
“increasingly difficult to track program outputs”. These are not a simple matter of establishing housing
affordability. Significantly, the paper states:
Housing markets are local not national and issues of market failure or dysfunction are most evident at
the local level (although ultimately can have national consequences as recently seen in US and UK). Local
effects can potentially be rolled up and aggregated into some national assessment, but local measures
are also valuable in developing local responses and strategies
NZPI supports the development of an approach to measuring housing quality in New Zealand which can
provide good data at local level, to provide an evidence base that can support the development of and
evaluation of urban planning and development policies. END
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